B. Source: “A Word for Today” by JD Watson

The Glory Definition

“In secular Greek, ‘doxa’ (NT word translated Glory) means opinion
or conjecture; i.e. favorable human opinion, evaluation placed by
others, fame, repute, honor, praise.
Coming to the NT, however, we see a totally different picture.
While the ideas of repute and honor are still present, the concept of
opinion vanished entirely; of the some 165 occurrences, not one
speak of this. In other words, no longer does the subjective,
shifting selfish opinion of man matter a whit. Rather, all that
remains and all that matters is the eternal constant of God’s fame,
repute, honor, and praise.
Even more significant, however, the ideas of ‘radiance’
and ‘glory’ were added to doxa, concepts that were foreign to
secular Greek. It now denotes ‘divine and heavenly radiance, the
loftiness and majesty of God, and even the begin of God (Heb.
1:3).”
It speaks of the luminous manifestation of His person, His
glorious revelation of Himself.”

C. Source: thecompellingtruth.org
“The glory of God – What is it?

The Glory Definition

The dictionary definition of "glory" often
describes it as great praise, splendor, or honor.
The glory of God is the splendor that comes
from Him. Psalm 19:1 states, "The heavens
declare the glory of God, and the sky above
proclaims his handiwork." Here the word glory is
used in parallel with "handiwork" or His power or
greatness.”
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The Glory Definition

What is the glory of God? The
answer is as infinite as God’s glory itself,
so the question can never be answered
exhaustively. Some key aspects of God’s
glory, however, can be summarized as
follows: the glory of God is the weight of
the majestic goodness of who God is an
the resulting name, or reputation, that he
gains from revealing himself as Creator,
Sustainer, Judge, and Redeemer, perfect
in justice and mercy, loving-kindness and
truth (cf. Exod 34:6-8). God’s glory elicits
praise.

E. Source: applygod’sword.com
“What is the glory of God?” is certainly one of the
most foundational questions to answer in all of
Christianity because the glory of God is so central to
the gospel, the
Bible, and everything God does.

The Glory Definition

Humbly, however, we must first accept our answers will
always be incomplete as our Infinite God can never fully
be described by his finite creatures. With that said, the
Bible uses the phrase “glory of God” in many different
ways, which means we can create many different
definitions in general. However, the Bible primarily uses
the phrase “the glory of God” in a specific way, and
therefore what follows is a specific definition.
Definition: The glory of God is the invisible qualities,
character, or attributes of God displayed in a visible (or
knowable) way.

A. There are a number of times in the NT where the
KJV translated a Greek word as ‘Glory’, but it’s not
‘doxa’, nor is it talking about God.
1. It’s the Greek word: ‘Kauchaomai’
(#2744 - Strongs)
a. It means to “Boast, Brag, Rejoice” in a good
or bad sense.
b. It’s translated “Glory” - 33 times in the KJV.

